Welcome address. Opening of the working session

1. Adoption of the Assembly minutes of 29 January 2010 and of the Agenda of the Assembly

2. Presentation of the first results of the survey on the management of the demand in intercountry adoption

3. Presentation of the first results of the analysis on child participation

COFFEE BREAK

4. Updating on the publication of the proceedings of the Seminar on ECEC services and report on ECEC services for the European Union Belgian Presidency

5. Presentation of new national laws/policies by ChildONEurope partners

6. Discussion on next ChildONEurope Seminar

7. Next Assembly and Seminar date

LUNCH

8. Updating on the last meeting of L’Europe de L’Enfance, the Bureau, the European Forum on the rights of the child and the Steering Group

9. Report on the ChildONEurope Secretariat and Assembly Presidency participation in European Conferences

10. News about invitation to ChildONEurope to next conferences/initiatives

11. News about next EU Presidency activities

12. Any other business

Conclusions

Visit to the Opificio delle Pietre Dure